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Abstract (en)
Provided is a beat sealing packaging device which prints information on a capping film covering opening areas of containers and beat seals the
containers, with entirely improved processing speed and productivity. The heat seal packaging device which covers the opening areas of containers
P containing packaged items W with a capping film 1 and beat seals the containers includes a container supply means A positioned upstream
of a packaging line in the said heat seal packaging device and supplies a predetermined number of containers P containing the said packaged
items W to a downstream of said packaging line when the number of the containers reaches a set value, a heat sealer B positioned downstream
of said packaging line, covering opening areas of said containers P supplied from said container supply means A with a capping film 1, and beat
sealing them, a film supply means C feeding and supplying a band-like capping film 1 covering the opening areas of the said containers P across
the container supply means A and the heat sealer B on said packaging line from upstream to downstream at an upper position of the opening areas
of said containers, and a printer D printing said capping film. The said printing means D prints information of packaged items W on the capping film 1
covering the opening areas of a set number of containers to be heat sealed next whilst the said heat sealer B is beat sealing the capping film I to the
containers P.
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